Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
K1 PART A

ACTUAL SIZE

Templates include seam allowances

Join K1 Part A to K4 Part A

When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square
Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

Join K1 Part B to K1 Part A
Join K1 Part B to K2 Part A
Join K1 Part AB to K4 Part B
Join K2 Part A to K1 Part B

Join K2 Part A to K5 Part A

Join K2 Part A to K2 Part B
Join K2 Part B to K2 Part A

Join K2 Part B to K5 Part B

Join K2 Part B to K2 Part C

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square.

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K2 Part D to K2 Part A
Join K2 Part D to K2 Part C
Join K2 Part D to K6 Part B

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
K3 PART B

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K3 Part B to K3 Part A
Join K3 Part B to K7 Part B
Join K4 Part A to K1 Part A

Join K4 Part A to K4 Part B

Join K4 Part A to K8 Part A

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K4 Part B to K1 Part B

Join K4 Part B to K5 Part A

Join K4 Part B to K8 Part B
Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't resell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K5 Part B to K2 Part B

Join K5 Part B to K9 Part B

Join K5 Part B to K6 Part A

Join K5 Part B to K5 Part A

K5 PART B

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K6 Part A to K2 Part C

Join K6 Part A to K5 Part B

Join K6 Part A to K9 Part C
K6 PART B

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K6 Part B to K2 Part D

Join K6 Part B to K6 Part A

Join K6 Part B to K9 Part D

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
K7 PART A

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K7 Part A to K3 Part A

Join K7 Part A to K6 Part B

Join K7 Part A to K8 Part C
Join K7 Part B to K3 Part B

Join K7 Part B to K8 Part D

The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

K8 PART B

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K8 Part B to K4 Part B
Join K8 Part B to K9 Part A
Join K8 Part B to K7 Part D
Join K9 Part A to K5 Part A

Join K9 Part A to K8 Part B

Join K9 Part A to K6 Part C

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

K9 PART B

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K9 Part B to K9 Part B

Join K9 Part B to K9 Part A

Join K9 Part B to K9 Part B

Join K9 Part B to K6 Part D

Join K9 Part B to K9 Part C

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K9 Part C to K9 Part D
Join K9 Part C to K6 Part B
Join K9 Part C to K5 Part C
Join K9 Part D to K5 Part C

Join K9 Part D to K6 Part B

Join K9 Part D to K8 Part C
Join K8 Part C to K4 Part C

Join K8 Part C to K7 Part A

Join K8 Part C to K9 Part D

Join K8 Part C to K9 Part D

K8 PART C

ACTUAL SIZE

Templates include seam allowances

When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square.
K8 PART D

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K8 Part D to K7 Part B

Join K8 Part D to K8 Part C

Join K8 Part D to K4 Part D
K7 PART C

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K7 Part C to K8 Part A

Join K7 Part C to K7 Part D

Join K7 Part C to K3 Part C

When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
K7 PART D

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K7 Part D to K8 Part B

Join K7 Part D to K6 Part C

Join K7 Part D to K3 Part D

When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square.

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorized copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't resell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K6 Part D to K9 Part B

Join K6 Part D to K2 Part F

Join K6 Part D to K5 Part C
Join K5 Part C to K9 Part C

Join K5 Part C to K4 Part G

Join K5 Part C to K6 Part D

Join K5 Part C to K5 Part D

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t resell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

K4 PART D

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K4 Part D to K8 Part D

Join K4 Part D to K1 Part D
Join K3 Part C to K7 Part C
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square.

K3 PART D

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Join K3 Part D to K7 Part D

Join K3 Part D to K3 Part C

Join K3 Part D to K2 Part E

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K2 Part E to K2 Part F

Join K2 Part E to K3 Part D

Join K2 Part E to K6 Part C

K2 PART E

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances
Join K2 Part F to K6 Part D
Join K2 Part G to K5 Part C

Join K2 Part G to K2 Part F

Join K2 Part G to K2 Part H

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join K2 Part H to K2 Part G

Join K2 Part H to K1 Part C

Join K2 Part H to K5 Part D
Join K1 Part C to K4 Part C

Join K1 Part C to K2 Part H

Join K1 Part C to K1 Part D
Join K1 Part D to K4 Part D
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square.

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

TEMPLATES A AND B

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
Join F1 to F2

Join F2 to F1

Template F1

Template F2

ACTUAL SIZE
Templates include seam allowances

Thank you for making this project from Today’s Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

**TEMPLATE I**

**ACTUAL SIZE**
Templates include seam allowances

Join I1 to I2

Join I2 to I1

Template I1

Template I2
When printed at the correct size, this box will measure 1in / 26mm square

Thank you for making this project from Today's Quilter. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. Please don't re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.